2017 Top Shops
Winner and Champion
of Innovation
This award-winning manufacturing
shop doesn’t believe in sticking with
the status quo – continual process
evaluation and improvement are what
makes XL Machine a shop of the future.

www.jobboss.com
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" We need to have software in order
to run the shop floor.
All the machines out there –
They don’t schedule themselves."
- Chris Orlowski, General Manager
XL Machine

XL Machine serves several different high-volume industries, most notably the
automotive industry, heavy-duty manufacturers, and industrial. They currently
hold contracts making the supercharger cover (a class-A part) for the Camaro,
Corvette, and a Cadillac model.
In 2017, XL Machine was named Modern Machine Shop’s Top Shop in the
Machining Technology category. Chris Orlowski, General Manager at
XL Machine, attributes this largely to the shop’s investment in only the best
people and equipment available, allowing them to stay at the forefront of shop
technology. But investment in the best machines and technology to run their
business also includes investment in the best software.
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XL MACHINE

A 2017 TOP SHOPS WINNER and
CHAMPION of INNOVATION
A New Era – And a New Opportunity
The Burke Porter Group acquired XL Machine in
2012, and up until that point, XL Machine had
never used any ERP software. Before the
acquisition, XL Machine had been experiencing
issues with inventory and what looked like losses
on paper – but nobody was sure about exact loss
numbers, because there was no consistent
method of tracking inventory, either for raw
materials or finished parts.
XL Machine is a high-volume shop producing
costly, high-end parts – so inventory is critical
when it comes to eliminating waste and keeping
the shop profitable. According to Chris, “if we
didn’t keep track of it, I would say we could very
well lose about a million dollars a month in
product.” One of their first orders of business
after being purchased by the Burke Porter Group
was to adopt an ERP system that would serve as
a full solution to their inventory-tracking needs.

However, beyond tracking inventory, XL
Machine management felt that it was
important to implement a system that could
track all of their capital, including human and
financial. Chris noted that the deciding factor in
choosing JobBOSS came down to the system’s
JobBOSS Accounting integration. They wanted a
system that could to everything that a ERP
system could do, but with abilities to integrate
complete scheduling, costing (for both materials
and labor), and finance.

Implementing a Solid Software
Foundation: JobBOSS
After initially implementing JobBOSS in their
shop, XL Machine began to see immediate
improvements in efficiency and process
streamlining – and perhaps most importantly,
visibility into every aspect of shop operations. In
order to know how many jobs they could take on
and ensure deadlines would be met, they needed
a better understanding of labor and machine
capacity. They now have a full-time scheduler
who works in JobBOSS on a daily basis, doing
much more than just job scheduling – including
data collection from employees on machine
efficiencies (which then informs job costing),
improvements on work center processes, and
plans on scheduling moving forward. “We’re just
trying to see how much waste is in our process,”
said Chris, “and what JobBOSS can do to
automate some of our jobs.”
XL Machine had already invested in top-ofthe-line machines, along with quality shop floor
employees – implementing JobBOSS was the
missing link to make sure the right people were
working on the right parts at the right machine at
the right time.
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Process Automation and Proactive
Notification Is A Game Changer
Adding KnowledgeSync to their JobBOSS
software foundation has allowed XL Machine
to monitor shop floor activity and massively
increase efficiencies with everything from
streamlining shop processes to pinpointing
opportunities for ongoing training. For instance,
XL Machine’s KnowledgeSync is programmed to
send out an automated email that tells shop floor
staff precisely when to go take parts from one
operation or machine to the next, so that parts
are not sitting around – but move rapidly and
efficiently through the process. “Any wasted time
is wasted money,” noted Chris. “Once [the part]
is moved to the next operation, the next guy can
start working on it. Any waste of time can equal
loss of money… If you want to put a number on
that, I’d say a dollar a minute.”
Because KnowledgeSync gives XL Machine’s
management constant visibility into all
operations and job efficiencies, it is clear right
away when something is taking longer than usual
because proper procedure is not being followed
as well as it should be. This allows management
to pinpoint exactly where things are going wrong,
and immediately jump in with additional training
for that group or individual, instead of letting
lapses in process continue to affect the shop’s
efficiency and profitability.
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Business Process Assessment (BPA)
Identifies Efficiency Opportunities
Even with a solidly implemented ERP software
solution, getting the most out of a system means
knowing all of the ways it can be used, integrated,
and automated – which led XL Machine to invest in
an on-site Business Process Assessment (BPA) in
2017. After utilizing JobBOSS for a few years in their
shop, Chris knew that they were still tracking many
important data points through Excel spreadsheets,
taking up labor hours and affecting numbers with
inevitable human error. With the understanding that
innumerable processes could be automated and
integrated with their JobBOSS software, Chris
decided to invest in the BPA. As he noted, “all the
modules are here, but we need to start using them
for what they’re made for.”
XL Machine brought a JobBOSS consulting
professional into their shop to examine their dayto-day process and personalize as much of the
system as possible for their unique needs, adding an
additional layer of visibility and automation to their
JobBOSS software solutions. “If I knew what the
BPA would have done for us… I’d have done it two
years ago,” said Chris.
One of the first and most important exercises
between XL Machine and their on-site consultant
was documenting every shop process, and removing
steps. “Okay, so this is what the process looks like,”
explained Chris, “how can JobBOSS take a five-step
process and make it four?” Additionally, reviewing
every documented step and defining which ones
can be automated through KnowledgeSync has
saved them tremendous amounts of time and
money on overhead.

Granular process documentation has another
clear benefit – standardization. If a shop intends
to lead the pack for years to come, processes
cannot just exist in senior employees’ heads, and
knowledge needs to be packaged in a format that
can easily be passed down and taught to the next
generation of shop employees. If a key player on
XL Machine’s floor wins the lottery tomorrow and
never returns to work, it is imperative that their
replacement be trained in with efficiency and
quality, which all comes down to detailed process
documentation.
In addition, their on-site consultant has worked
out many issues with accounting and trained
shop management to truly understand their
accounting processes through Crystal Reporting.
All in all, the on-site BPA has given XL Machine
managers the ability to plan jobs with true
visibility into every aspect of shop operations,
allowing them to get the most out of every
machine, shift, and job. According to Chris,
JobBOSS consulting is really like having another
employee at the shop – for a fraction of the cost.
“It has been monumental with keeping us
organized and keeping us on track,” he noted.
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XL Machine Partners with JobBOSS
to Build Their Business Plans for 2018
and Beyond
In the fourth quarter of 2017, XL Machine worked
with their JobBOSS on-site consultant to develop
a robust 2018 business strategy. They have
already seen major improvements in their process
streamlining with KnowledgeSync automation,
and they want to continue to explore new ways to
integrate their administrative and shop floor
processes. They are also working together on
building a highly customized dashboard. The
dashboard they currently use gives them essential
visibility into key business metrics, but every shop
is different, and putting together a customized
dashboard will give them even greater control
over the most vital areas of their business. XL
Machine has seen that if they collect good data, it
can be leveraged across multiple avenues to drive
their business performance.
Over the last five years of ERP integration, XL
Machine has continued to recommit themselves
to growth and innovation by continually reviewing
and improving every area of their business
process. Utilizing JobBOSS as their software
foundation for everything from scheduling, to
daily process control, to accounting and
inventory tracking is one of the crucial ways that
XL Machine sets itself apart from other machine
shops as a true industry Top Shop.
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JobBOSS Shop Management Solutions, an ECi
Software Solutions company, serves over 7,000
manufacturers with software and business
support. JobBOSS was first developed in 1984 by
a job shop manager that needed a better way to
run his business. Headquartered in Minneapolis,
Minnesota – 30 minutes from that original job
shop – today’s JobBOSS team continues to
innovate and support the industry’s most flexible
manufacturing shop management software.
JobBOSS is owned and operated in the United
States, with customers in the U.S., Canada, and
around the world.
As an ECi Software Solutions company, JobBOSS
shares common values that drive employee
culture and performance, and customer
satisfaction. Community engagement is
incredibly important to both ECi and JobBOSS,
and the Everyday Hero Award and Community
Heartbeat Program are just a couple of examples
that illustrate how these values extend to our
customers and local communities.
JobBOSS. Shop management solutions.
www.jobboss.com
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